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With pleasure I read the manuscript of Kaptein et al. It deals with an important question
whether the newly planted GN use more water then Pinus elliottii. The authors compared
two sites and equiped several trees with sapflow sensors to quantify the transpiration. As
the HPV-system has many limitations in case one wants to know the stand transpiration,
the authors did an attempt to quantify the relation between the sapflow measurements
and the transpiration rates determined via a lysimeter. My compliments for doing this!

Overall, I like the study very much. It is relevant, well written and easy to read. I only
have the following comments, which can improve the manuscript:

you conclude that the transpiration is GN is lower than in Pinus due to the lack of
water. Of course this is true: transpiration reduces as water becomes more limited (fig
5). However, I wonder if this very low matrix potential is not caused by the high
transpiration rates of GN before the study period? So that the GN depleted already the
soil? (feedback mechanism).
The contribution of fog. In line 70 you say that fog precipitation is significant. How does
this affect your results? How reliable are your precipitation observations? And how
would this affect your interception results?
Units/dimensions: I think the authors should do a carefull check on the units. In my
view transpiration is a flux, thus having a time dimension. Therefore, most of the
numbers given in the paper should have the unit mm/day or mm/month or mm/year
(instead of mm). Some quick examples: L19, 151 (liter),  183 (mm/year), 213, 214,
215, 242, 265, 285 (mm/year), fig 3d (mm/day) and caption, fig 5 (rainfall mm/day),
fig 5 (T=mm/day), fig 6 (rainfall mm/day), fig 8 (rainfall mm/day) and caption, fig 11
(mm/month) plus caption 
Equations 3 +4: I would make this liniear. No need (and reason) for polynomial.
Section 4.3: I would keep this section for qualitative as you did not measure
interception and soil evaporation. Especially, since you have fog the interception could
be very high.
L187: unit of Is should be MJ/m2/d. Also check fig 3b.
I would recommend to write all parameters in the text in italic and make use of
subscript (e.g.,  Tair => Tair)
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